Traditionally, in computer systems, file I/O has been a big performance bottleneck for I/O intensive applications. The recent advent of non-volatile byte-addressable memory (NVM) technologies such as STT-MRAM and PCM, provides a chance to store persistent data with a high performance close to DRAM's. However, as the location of the persistent storage device gets closer to the CPU, the system software layers overheads for accessing the data such as file system layer including virtual file system layer and device driver are no longer negligible. In this paper, we propose a light-weight user-level persistent storage, called UStore, which is physically allocated on the NVM and is mapped directly into the virtual address space of an application. UStore makes it possible for the application to fast access the persistent data without the system software overheads and extra data copy between the user space and kernel space. We show how UStore is easily applied to existing applications with little elaboration and evaluate its performance enhancement through several benchmark tests.
Introduction
Recent promising non-volatile memory (NVM) technologies such as STT-MRAM (Spin Transfer Torque MRAM) and PCM (Phase Change Memory) pose challenging new issues in computing systems [1] , [2] . These techonologies can be directly attached to the processor via memory bus like DRAM and data can simply be accessed on it with load/store instructions. This means that NVM, in terms of performance, can be considered an upper bound of persistent storage devices. Therefore, it is obviously meaningful to study how to store data persistently on NVM.
In early research, in order to improve the performance of the existing flash file system, PCM is exploited as a substorage for storing a part of NAND file systems such as metadata and a part of data because it is faster than NAND, but has less capacity [3] , [4] . Recent works focus on how to design a complete file system able to store data persistently, just on NVM by aggressively utilizing its byteaddressability. Condit et al. [5] proposed a byte-level accessible on-memory file system, called BPFS, which particularly improves the performance of small-sized accesses of meta-data and data with data consistency. Storage Class Memory File System (SCMFS) shows better performance compared to the existing naive memory-based file system, tmpfs and ext2 on ramdisk, by managing the file system directly on kernel virtual address space, which helps to elim- inate the overheads of a generic block device and emulated block I/O operations [6] . In general, a file system is an excellent means to store data persistently, and a file I/O operation, to access a file data from the file system, can be processed through system software intervention, such as system call, file system operations including VFS layer, block device driver, and actual data copy between kernel space and user space. In the traditional computer system, the system software overheads account for only a small portion of an I/O operation due to the much slower I/O performance of the secondary storage. However, in the cases where data is persistently stored and accessed on NVM, especially STT-MRAM, whose performance is similar to that of DRAM, we can no longer overlook this factor.
In this work, to achieve good performance when accessing persistent data of existing I/O intensive applications, we propose a light-weight user-level persistent storage, called UStore, which is physically allocated on the STT-MRAM, and directly mapped to the user-address space of an application without an additional kernel patch. To supplement the limited size of the STT-MRAM, we design UStore so that it can provide a virtually larger space than its size. For this, we assign an auxiliary file on an underlying file system and exclusively store the excess data of UStore in the file. According to requirements of an application, we can apply an appropriate page replacement policy, to provide an efficient way to store a part of the persistent data in the UStore's limited space.
In addition, so that UStore can be easily applied to existing applications, we provide APIs, similar to POSIX I/O primitive calls such as open, write, read, and so on. We simply replace the I/O primitives with these, so that we can apply UStore to SQLite, an open-source file-based database. Finally, we show the performance enhancement of applying UStore in several experiments.
The rest of this paper is as follows. In the next chapters, we introduce background and related works. In Chapter 4, we explain our proposed solution and its implementation in detail and in Chapter 5, we show how to apply UStore to SQLite. In Chapter 6, we evaluate our implemented system with various experiments. Finally, we mention further works and conclude.
Background
Recent reports [2] , [10] describe the currently projected sta- Table 1 . It has also high (almost unlimited) write endurance, and relatively higher density based on projections of related technology. Depending on the structure of the Magnetic Tunnel Junctions (MTJ) of STT-MRAM, its characteristics can be varied. STT-MRAM can be used as part of a CPU cache element [15] . It is also expected to replace DRAM or NOR flash [16] or, it can be targeted to be a storage class memory with high retention time [17] .
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From these streams of STT-MRAM related technologies, we expect that STT-MRAM can be a good candidate for a high performance persistent storage device. Therefore, in this paper, we assume that STT-MRAM can replace DRAM in terms of performance and has a reasonably high capacity for storing large data persistently.
Related Works
We summarize the recent approaches to persistent storage systems which take advantage of non-volatile byteaddressable memory (NVM).
BPFS and SCMFS, provide a persistent file system based on NVM, and they consider the problems of the simple approach of laying the existing file system on ramdisk. BPFS presents a tree-structured file system based on PCM which supports byte-level updates of file data as well as file system meta data [5] . It outperforms NTFS file system on ramdisk, on which data only can be accessed in page-level. They proposed a short-circuit shadow paging mechanism for providing atomic, fine-grained and in-place updates to persistent storage, which prevents cascaded copy-on-writes from the modified location up to the root of the file system tree.
SCMFS shows better performance compared with the naive configuration for memory-based file system, tmpfs and ext2 on ramdisk [6] . They focus on the overheads of the generic block device and the emulated block I/O operations and in order to eliminate them, SCMFS manages their file system directly on kernel virtual address space, and each file is contiguously mapped to the kernel virtual address. These file system-based persistent storages cannot avoid the system software overhead because the persistent data is managed in kernel space. Therefore, we focus on the next two solutions which provide software frameworks for supporting persistent memory using NVM. Mnemosyne [8] and NV-heaps [7] made efforts to provide programmers a persistent memory abstraction which allocates and manipulates persistent objects on top of NVM by following the concept of persistent programming for object-oriented programming [9] . NV-heaps focuses on prohibiting the usages of dangerous pointers between NV-heaps and volatile memory, and it uses a specific wrapper object with reference counter for checking dangerous pointers. As shown in Fig. 1 (a) , NVHeaps is implemented by mapped files of memory-based file system, for example, ext2 on ramdisk, on NVM to user address space with mmap system call. The actual persistent data is located in the mmapped file and their copy is allocated in the mapped region of user address space on main memory. After updates on the user space region, the updated data have to be finally synchronized to the mmapped file with msync call.
In Mnemosyne, unlike NV-heaps, persistent regions and persistent heaps are allocated directly on physical NVM page frames in user space by region manager, which records the mapped pages in the persistent mapping table. For a application process, multiple persistent regions can be created, and they are mapped to their corresponding backing files with its modified mmap system call. The backing files are used for memory swapping when there is memory pressure. In this approach, because a persistent data is tightly coupled with a dedicated application instance, it can not be shared with any other application instances, and it is hard to migrate to other persistent storage or backup the data. In addition, it requires a garbage collection process for the persistent data which will be never accessed. For allocation of the persistent region, they modify a part of the virtual memory system in kernel, and implement a dedicated compiler for supporting their programming model. Mnemosyne targets to provide the persistent memory abstraction, not to replace the traditional persistent storage, so that their new programming model is hard to be applicable to the existing I/O intensive applications.
In this work, we focus on the system software overheads for accessing persistent data in the previous kernellevel persistent storage solution such as BPFS and SCMFS, and we design a user-level persistent storage to mitigate the system software intervention. Storing persistent data in user space is similar to Mnemosyne, but the basic target and the detailed methodologies are different. Our work targets a high performance user-level persistent storage for existing applications. Because it is not dedicated to an application, it can be easily shared between different application processes. Since our methodology does not require a kernel patch or new programming model, we can easily apply our solution to the legacy I/O intensive applications in the existing computing environment with little effort.
Additionally, because the previous approaches aim to store a moderate size of data at byte-level or object-level granularity, they are not appropriate for existing I/O intensive applications and they requires new implementation of the existing applications based on I/O primitives.
UStore: User-Level Storage
The main objective of this work is to find how to store data persistently on STT-MRAM for high-performance computing. It is highly appealing that the pure data access latency of STT-MRAM is only a few nano-seconds. However, in the traditional computing system, we can only access persistent data through the system software layer in kernel space and, in that case, the system software overheads can not be ignored any more. Therefore, in this Chapter, we show how significant overheads are and propose our solution for eliminating them.
Our Motivation
Generally, for storing data persistently, a file system which provides file abstraction to applications as well as file management facilities is an excellent solution. In traditional persistent storages based on a file system, an actual file data can be accessed in page level through the file system layer including a virtual file system layer in kernel, and is physically stored in a persistent storage device through a block device driver. Thus, an application can access the data only on user-level buffer after copying the original data from the kernel space to user space. However, in the case that data on the non-volatile byte-addressable memory can be directly accessed in byte-level by CPU via memory bus, the system software overheads can be a big burden.
In order to find out how much the overheads cost, we ran a simple test program based on Linux kernel 2.6.31 on a 3.0 GHz Xeon machine. The test program calls a read or write I/O primitive call which requests for zero sized data. We measure the performance with rdtsc instruction. rdtsc is a simple instruction which reads a counter register value increased by CPU clock, so that we can obtain the exact result of the short-term process. The measured results are on average 1,378 clock counts in the read case and 1,656 clock counts in the write case. This means that the software layer latency for read call is about 459 ns and the one for write call is about 552 ns on our machine. Even though the latency is much bigger than the access latency to cache-line size (64byte) of data on STT-MRAM, which is less than 200 ns (12.5 ns × 16 words) from a conservative estimation based on Table 1 . Also, using Linux perf [11] , we analyzed which system software parts contribute an I/O primitive call and how much they do. The I/O primitive call is iterated million times in the test. The reason of this iterated call is that we want to eliminate the effects caused by other components except the I/O primitive call as much as possible, Table 2 represents compositions of the overheads of write I/O primitive call. User-space overheads, including glibc library, account for only 11.14%. Among the kernel space overheads, parts related to system call, which includes both the calling process and returning process, account for 24.41%. Even if we ignore the parts related to audit and perf itself among the remaining kernel parts, 53.83% belongs to the virtual file system layer and other kernel parts. Interestingly, 17.48% is for parts related to SELinux which provides the mechanism for supporting access control and security policies and 10.71% of the whole overheads is caused by locking which is mainly used in the virtual file system layer.
The result for read I/O primitive call is similar to the write case except for the followings, no parts for locking and several contrary symbols, such as "sys read" for "read" system call procedure and " GI libc read" for read call in glibc library.
These results are our main motivation for considering how to mitigate the overheads of the system call, the virtual file system layer, and extra kernel software components for accessing persistent file data.
Design Goal
We summarize our design goals for STT-MRAM based high performance persistent storage as follows.
• Managing the persistent data in user space: if data is managed in kernel level, the overheads of system soft- ware layers and data copy between user space and kernel space are not irresistible. We manage the persistent data in user space.
• Providing virtually large storage space: STT-MRAM has good performance but, it has limited capacity. To supplement the lack of storage space, we provide virtually larger storage space than the actual size of STT-MRAM by assigning an auxiliary file on the underlying file system which stores the excess data.
• Supporting an easy way to apply the persistent storage to the existing application: compatibility with existing application is important. For accessing persistent data in the storage, we should provide APIs which have similar syntax to the existing I/O related calls.
Based on these design goals, we propose a light-weight user-level persistent storage, called UStore. Figure 2 represents physical and logical views of UStore. One or more UStores can be allocated physically in STT-MRAM and they are directly mapped into the virtual address space of each application. With the direct mapping to user space, we can replace the heavy I/O operations for persistent data with only light-weight memory operations, so we expect to enhance the access performance for persistent data through UStore.
At the initial step, the limited size of UStore is allocated on STT-MRAM and an auxiliary file of an underlying file system is also assigned. This gives applications an illusion that they have a user-level persistent storage space much larger than the limited space of UStore, and data is exclusively stored in UStore or the auxiliary file. According to the application characteristic, we have to be able to apply an efficient management policy to keep frequently accessed data on the limited space, for example LRU-based policy.
In addition, we also consider the ease of applying UStore to existing I/O intensive applications. For this, we design UStore APIs to have similar syntax to the existing I/O primitive calls. Figure 3 shows the difference between UStore and the file system-based persistent storage systems. Traditionally, in order to access a persistent file data, an I/O primitive function call can be completed after passing through the virtual file system layer, the generic file system, and emulated device driver. In the case of SCMFS, they eliminates the emulated device driver layer and multiple memory referencing like indirect blocks of the ext2 file system, by mapping the physical STT-MRAM into kernel address space. Nevertheless, there are still the overheads of the other system software layers for accessing the persistent data in kernel space.
We provide UStore with two modes.
• Compatible mode: providing an easy and compatible way to apply UStore to existing application.
• Direct access mode: for better performance, allowing direct access to the persistent data in UStore.
Figure 3 (c) shows the case when UStore is applied to the existing applications with compatible mode. Usually, the existing I/O intensive application allocates large user-level buffers on the main memory for performance and it holds volatile copies of the persistent data in the buffers. The updated buffered data has to be synchronized with the original data and finally, actual block-level I/O operations happen. In order to comply with this convention, we provide APIs for using UStore which have similar syntaxes to POSIX APIs. With them, we can easily apply UStore to the existing application. However, when the persistent data is stored in STT-MRAM, the access of data on the user buffer (DRAM) and the data copy between the user buffer and UStore space are duplicated operations.
Therefore, as shown in Fig. 3 (d) , we also support direct access to the persistent data on UStore without the duplicate access. The direct access gives us more chance to enhance the access performance, but it requires modifying the existing application more than in the case of compatible mode.
Basic Methodology
In this section, we explain how to allocate a UStore within a specific STT-MRAM space and how to map it into user address space in detail. First, a device driver for UStore, which allocates a pre-defined size of STT-MRAM space, is allocated. It is used only to map physical UStore space into user address space and after mapping, it does not participate in the actual data access in UStore. In order to expose a UStore instance to applications, we create a device file, for instance /dev/ustore, with mknod command. This makes it possible for applications to access the persistent STT-MRAM space directly and with the device file, we can impose access control for the UStore.
For the actual mapping of UStore into user address space of an application, we call mmap system call, which is implemented in most modern operating systems, and creates a new mapping in the virtual address space of the calling process. When the UStore device file is opened, mmap system call is called and it calls the actual address mapping function registered in the UStore device driver. And then, by updating page tables of the application for the mapped address space, the address mapping process is completed. Until unmmap system call is called, the mapping is retained and the application can directly access data on the STT-MRAM region without the help of any system software layers.
UStore Internals
In order to provide a virtually larger persistent storage space than the limited size of UStore, we add a simple layer on top of UStore for managing the UStore space efficiently, which is similar to the meta data of the traditional file system.
The detailed UStore layout is depicted in Fig. 4 . There are content pages containing actual data and meta data pages for page management. The first block, whose size is fixed to 1 KB, contains a magic string for representing UStore and the essential information of page layout such as the size of a page, the total number of pages, identifier of the auxiliary file, identifier of page management policy, offsets of other kinds of pages, and current total size of data. The page size and the selected page management policy identifier depend on application requirements. The rest of the space of UStore, except for the information block, is divided by a fixedsize of blocks and we refer each block to Upage or simply page in this paper. Upage is a basic unit for management and page replacement. In our implementation, the size of Upage is from 4 KB to 32 KB and it is configured when the UStore device driver is registered.
If the required working size for persistent data is smaller than or similar to the space of the total content pages of UStore, complex page management is not necessary. Otherwise, more efficient page management for utilizing the limited UStore space is required, in spite of the page replacement overhead.
Case of flat page management policy
As shown in Fig. 4 (a) , in the case of the simplest page layout of a UStore, based on a flat page policy basically, I/O requests within the range of UStore space can be directly accessed on STT-MRAM. The other requests are simply redirected to the corresponding offset of the auxiliary file through normal I/O primitive calls, so that excess data with offset beyond the total size of UStore are simply stored in the file. In this case, additional metadata for management is not required. This policy can be simply implemented because it does not require any extra management for Upages, however, because the data beyond the range of UStore is located in the auxiliary file, the data can only be accessed through the traditional I/O data path and we cannot expect an I/O performance enhancement for the data. When the application does not require much more data space than UStore's available space, the flat page policy can be a good solution.
Case of LRU-based page management policy
For better performance in more general cases, we can apply more efficient page management policies, by which more useful page is kept in UStore, for example, LRU based page replacement. As shown in Fig. 4 (b) , we allocate several kinds of extra pages for managing UStore between the information block and the content pages. The pages are composed of bitmap pages, pointing pages, and a logging page. From the second page, bitmap pages are allocated and they are used for indicating the allocation of pages on UStore.
Basically, the pointing pages contain data structures for managing all of the following content pages. The data structures are used for searching each content page and evicting victim pages by a page replacement policy. As shown in Fig. 5 (a) , a pointing page is physically divided by a fixed size of cells, called a pointing cell, which represents the corresponding content page. In the current implementation, the size of a pointing cell is 40 byte.
The first cell stands for the first content page, the next one for the next content page, and so on. When accessing the pointing cells, we can obtain the address of the corresponding content page. Each pointing cell contains an in- The main reason why we isolate the pointing cells from the corresponding content pages and get them together in pointing pages is that the isolation of data structures for management and the corresponding content page can increase the possibility of a CPU cache hit or TLB hit; that is, it is cache friendly during management operations. In this work, we assume that the page size is larger than 4 KB. In the case of normal data structures including a payload (content page), the total size of a data structure is more than 4 KB. When we search a content page or we insert a content page entry into the data structure, we have to traverse a number of pages and this causes increases of the cache miss ratio and TLB miss ratio. Table 3 is the result of our simple test based on data structure for hash table with 4 KB payload. The performance of the cache-friendly approach combining insert and search operations is about 144% better than the cache-unfriendly approach, and we confirm with perf that our cache-friendly approach can decrease both last-level cache-miss counts (LLC-misses) and Data TLB-miss counts (dTLB-misses).
The undo-logging pages are used for atomic updates of meta data in the pointing pages which guarantee consistency between pointing cells and content pages. The required number of logging pages depends on implemented data structures in the pointing cells. In the implementation section, this is covered in detail.
Implementation of UStore
In this section, we explain how to implement UStore in detail and introduce our effort to provide ease application to existing applications. We provide a user library which maps a UStore to an application's address space and manages UStore's content pages. We also provide some useful APIs for storing and accessing the pages, whose syntax are similar to the existing I/O primitive calls. In our implementation, in order to allocate a specific region of STT-MRAM, by setting a kernel parameter, memmap, we notify the kernel not to use a pre-defined region of installed physical memory space. Under this configuration, the region is regarded as another memory zone, different to the main memory allocated to kernel. The method for mapping to the different memory zone is similar to that of SCMFS, but while SCMFS adds a new address range type to the 820 memory map table, which is reported by the BIOS of an x86 based computer system, and kernel APIs for allocating non-volatile memory area, our approach requires no additional kernel patch.
With the first creation of UStore, an information block and other meta pages such as bitmap pages, pointing pages, and logging pages are initialized. First, a magic string, which represent whether UStore is initialized, is written in the information block and then, identifiers of page management policy and auxiliary file are also written.
In order to access a data structure of a pointing cell in a pointing page, we internally define and use two macro, us to virt and virt to us. When we want to update the value of an inner pointer, we can replace it to the offset value from the base address of UStore by using virt to us macro. With us to virt, an application can obtain a virtual address of a content page which it can directly access. These macros are internally used for Upage management.
UStore Library and APIs
Unlike related works which require an additional kernel patch or new compiler, our current implementation version of UStore is based on current OS functionality and is built as a high-level user library, as shown in Fig. 6 . This approach is possible because the access to UStore's persistent data can be handled only in user space. However, it requires that original I/O primitive calls be replaced with the UStore APIs, and the application be compiled.
In order to make application of UStore to existing applications easier, we provide several APIs for UStore which are similar to the original I/O primitive system calls such as read, write, fread, fwrite, and so on. The syntaxes of the APIs are similar to those of POSIX APIs except for the suffix "U", as described in Table 4 . Figure 7 shows the detailed operation processes of the compatible mode and LRU-based page replacement policy. openU is an initial step to declare intent to use UStore and to open an auxiliary file. The file name is com- posed of names of an actual file, a device file for UStore, and the adopted page replacement policy and they are distinguished by a separator string, '::'. For example, if we open a UStore, "/dev/ustore" and assign an auxiliary file for it, "data.ustore" as a LRU-based page replacement, the manipulated file name is "/dev/ustore::data.ustore::lru". The policy which is selected at the time UStore is first created cannot be altered until it is reinitialized. If the device file name is not specified or the corresponding device does not exist, the operation of openU is identical to that of the original open call. If UStore device exists, it is mapped to the virtual address space of the application and finds out whether it is initialized by checking the magic number in the information block. If not initialized, UStore's meta pages are initialized according to the page replacement policy, "lru". After opening UStore by openU, through readU and writeU, data within the range of UStore can be directly accessed and the others are is redirected to the auxiliary file. The access offset value is repositioned with lseekU. If the content page corresponding to the current file offset exists on UStore, it can be accessed directly without passing through the system software layer. Otherwise, they are accessed nor- mally through the original standard I/O path and according to the page management policy, they are replaced with the victim pages. closeU unmaps UStore from the application address space altogether and closes the auxiliary file. Table 5 is an example code of a UStore compatible mode which uses the above APIs and has syntax familiar to programmers.
Additionally, to support direct access of a UStore's content page, we provide two APIs, getUpointer and releaseUpage. getUpointer returns a direct address pointer of the content page and internally moves the corresponding pointing cell from the LRU list to the pinned page list which keeps pages currently referenced by the application, and this prevents evicting of the content page. releaseUpage releases the content pages in the pinned page list and internally moves the pointing cell back to the LRU list.
However, in the case of direct page access to UStore managed with LRU-based page replacement policy, because logically neighboring content pages cannot be physically neighbored, an overlapped memory access between physically adjacent pages can produce unexpected results. In the previous persistent object solutions, Mnemosnye and NVheaps, the overlapped data access between persistent objects can also happen. In the current version of our solution, we consider the usage of the direct access only for small-sized data structures, including primitive data types and a set of them, which are included within a Upage. To prohibit overlapped data access, we recommend using our simple macro, which is provided for checking whether the data request is overlapped or not and asserting if overlapped. With the macros, we can handle data structures within a Upage boundary.
Exclusive Storage Cache
As described in the previous section, in order to handle the excess data which cannot be stored in the limited content pages of UStore, two page management policies, flat and LRU-based policy, are introduced. In this subsection, we describe our implementation of the latter policy in detail.
As shown in Fig. 8 , the data structures for supporting the LRU-based page management policy are allocated in each pointing cell, which contains the logical page number of the corresponding content page, hash chain list entry, LRU list entry, and dirty bit. In order to rapidly search a content page among all the content pages located in US-tore, we manage a hash table for the pointing cells and each hash bucket is linked with a hash chain list, within which all content pages have the same hashed value for their page number. By traversing a hash chain list started from a hash bucket, we can find the requested page. The LRU list is used for holding the most recently used page in UStore. Whenever access to pages happens, it moves the MRU position of the LRU list. If the requested page does not exist in UStore and UStore is full, as described in the flow chart in Fig. 7 , a victim page is selected from the LRU position of the LRU list and if the dirty bit for the victim page is set, first, it is written to the auxiliary file. And then, if requested page is in the file, it is loaded from the file to UStore. In order to save the storage space for the dirty bit, we use the lowest bit of "next" pointer value in the hash chain list head as the dirty bit because the pointer is aligned on 64-bit boundary and the lowest 3 bits are not used for 64-bit addressing.
Comparing this approach to the previous related works, BPFS and SCMFS do not consider usage of secondary storage for the excess storage space requirements. In such a case, Mnemosyne swaps out the persistent memory pages to a backing file, which is only supported by their modified virtual memory management system.
Consistent and Atomic Operation
UStore basically supports consistency and atomicity only for a page management operation, not for actual content update, like the ordered mode of ext3 file system which guarantees only atomicity of file system meta-data update.
When a new content page is allocated or a content page is replaced to another page based on UStore's page replacement policy, inner pointers between pointing cells for instance, inner pointers for the hash chain and the LRU list, are updated together and the operations have to be performed atomically. Otherwise, the data structures can be easily corrupted by system failures or abrupt faults of the application. Moreover, because the actual updates of all the metadata for a page operation are performed on CPU cache, we also have to guarantee data consistency between the CPU cache and the persistent meta data on STT-MRAM.
First, for consistency, we take a software approach similar to the previous works [7] , [8] , [21] , in which clflush and mfence instruction of Intel ISA are followed together by every update. Additionally, in order to provide atomicity of the operation, UStore performs undo-logging for all the updated pointing cells in the undo-logging pages. We log in word-level each pointing cell update containing their offsets in each log entry. The reason we choose the hash table for fast page searching is because every UStore management operation only causes updates of a limited number of pointing cells, not depending on the number of Upage in UStore. Our first implementation was based on red-black tree structure, but we discarded it because the balanced tree structure is more complicated and can generate cascaded updates of pointing cells for each page operation. This means it needs more logging space and it has bigger logging overhead. In a similar way, we can flexibly apply better data structure in a pointing cell for Upage management according to the characteristic of the application.
Concurrency Support
The biggest difference with the previous persistent memory solution is that UStore is not dedicated to an application instance. This means that a UStore can be simultaneously mapped to multiple processes' virtual address space and be accessed by them. The basic mechanism of UStore sharing between multiple processes is natively similar to that of shared memory in the commodity OSes. However, in order to share UStore between them, we should support the concurrency for accessing UStore.
In the current implementation for concurrency, based on the assumption that the processor is cache coherent, we simply allocate a lock variable in the information block and it is only used to support the concurrency of UStore's metadata (bitmap and pointing cells) for page management, not for actual data of the content page.
Example: Applying UStore to I/O Intensive Application
In this Chapter, in order to prove that UStore can enhance the performance of existing applications and is easily applicable, we introduce our additional work, an example of an I/O intensive application. Among the variety of I/O intensive applications, we chose a well-known open source database system, SQLite [18] , as our target application because it is a typical I/O intensive application and its internal architecture is appropriate to apply our UStore. SQLite is a library-formed database system which is easily portable to different computing environments from a small embedded system to a large-scale server system. All data of a database are stored in a single file. A file is generally irrespective to the underlying file system and storage system, that is, cross platformed, thus, SQLite is already widely adopted to many platforms. The internal architecture of the SQLite-base application is shown in the left hand of Fig. 9 , which only represents the case that we apply UStore's direct access mode to SQLite.
SQLite Internal
The original SQLite manages a main DB file for an actual database which is composed of B+ tree-based contiguous DB pages. In SQLite, a DB page is a basic unit accessed from the file system based persistent storage as shown in the left side of Fig. 9 . When a database is opened, SQLite creates internally a user-level page cache in DRAM which contains a fixed number of data pages and during DB operations, parts of the cached pages are accessed. Moreover, in order to support data atomicity and transactional operation, SQLite basically provides the functionality of rollback journaling which is widely used in transactional systems. When a write transaction is processed, before updating the content of a cached DB page, the journal manager writes the original content of the page on the rollback journal file. With this, if the system fails abnormally or the transaction is forced to be aborted by the application's decision, all the updated pages during the transaction can be recovered by the original contents of the pages from the rollback journal file by the recovery procedure.
SQLite I/O Characteristics
In a DB system, generally, small random accesses to data occur frequently. They are caused by many kinds of DB operations, such B+ tree operations (search, insertion, deletion), data update, and so on, and the updated page must be synchronized to the original page of the DB file within a transaction even though an update part is much smaller than the page. So, they can generate frequent I/O operations and can have an affect on the overall system performance.
In order to find out the actual DB I/O operations, we performed a simple preliminary test based on DBT2 benchmark [19] , which creates database workloads used to simulate heavy user loads for OLTP, such as e-commerce database transactions. It is hard to observe the actual read operations because read requests from the secondary storage are masked by SQLite's page cache and the page cache in kernel and even when a small amount of data in a page is requested to be read, SQLite reads the whole page. Therefore, we observed only DB page write operations which are actually synchronized to the secondary storage by "fsync" system call, and examined the difference ratio in byte-level between the content of the original page and the content of a newly updated page.
The size of a DB page is set to 1 KB and the CDF of the benchmark test results is shown in Fig. 10 . Because after every write transaction "fsync" system call is called, this result is the same as the actual write requests to the secondary storage. According to this result, the average difference ratio is only 9.28%, and 54% of the page writing operations update only 1% of the page contents. From the results, we are convinced that small DB read/write occurs frequently and expect that if we apply UStore, the performance of DB applications can be enhanced.
Applying UStore to SQLite
As shown in the right side of Fig. 9 , first, in order to apply UStore for the SQLite main DB file, we simply replace open system call with openU functions and open it with a manipulated file name specifying UStore, named "/dev/ustore", and LRU-based page replacement policy. Next, we also apply another UStore, "/dev/ustore j" as the journaling file. Because the journaling pages are sequentially written to the file during a transaction and they are invalidated after the transaction, we simply select the flat page management policy.
We implemented two different versions of the SQLite instance which are applied with compatible mode and direct access mode. In the former case, the code migration is so simple that only 7 lines are modified and 5 lines are added in the whole SQLite code. With only these few code modifications, we could obtain a better performance enhancement than the original version of SQLite. In another version of SQLite, we eliminated the user-level page cache of SQLite and with getUpointer, we made the data structure for the caching directly point the content pages in UStore, as shown in Fig. 9 . In this case, a more elaborate code modification is needed, but DRAM memory space can be saved, and it outperforms than the compatible mode case.
Evaluation
Our implementation and experiments are performed on 64-bit dual core Xeon 5160 based machine operating at 3.0 GHz which has 4 M cache, 1333 MHz FSB and is equipped with 8 G of DRAM. 4 G of DRAM is allocated for Linux kernel 2.6.31 and the rest of the 4 G space is used for STT-MRAM emulated space and the size of each UStore has 512 M or 1 G. We assume that the read/write performances of STT-MRAM are the same as those of DRAM based on Table 1 .
Because the original implemented version of SCMFS is not available to us, we implemented a pseudo version of SCMFS based on their basic idea. We did not implement the whole file system functionality of SCMFS and simply built it as a simple character device driver named "/dev/scmfs" which initially assigns large size of kernel memory space with vmalloc. Therefore, it supports only read/write operations at a certain offset on the device for SCMFS and because no file system overheads are included in the simplified SCMFS, its measured performance is considered to be better than that of the original SCMFS.
Micro-Benchmarks
First, to evaluate in detail the access performance of each storage system with relatively small size of requests, we performed our simple benchmark tests which repeat the read/write access operation requesting a specific size of data at the random offset on the storage system. For this, we assign 1 GB size for each storage space. Figures 11 and 12 represent the performance comparison with other systems in case of a flat page management policy, and they show the basic performance characteristic of each. Because SCMFS' space is assigned to contiguous kernel address space, it does not require multiple memory referencing to reach an object memory page on a certain offset and show better performance than tmpfs.
However, for accessing the data on SCMFS, the system software layer overheads still exist. Meanwhile, because data can be directly access without additional overheads in the flat page management policy, UStore shows much lower data access latency than others. In particular, as shown in the embedded graphs, when the request size is small, the reduced latency ratio is much bigger.
The reason the write operation takes more time than the read operation is because in the case of read, only the user buffer data is updated and the data can be alive in CPU cache, but in the write case, amounts of data in the target offset are updated and they should finally be written to the physical memory by eviction from the CPU cache. Figures 13 and 14 show the access latencies of UStore following LRU-base page management policy with the different size of Upage. In the experiment, the bucket size of the hash table for fast page searching is set to 10 K. The small Upage size means the number of pages to be managed is large. As the request size is bigger, the overheads to access multiple Upages within the requested data region is growing, because the number of Upages to be searched has increased. In addition, as the number of Upages increases, the searching time of our implemented hash table increases more than the AVL tree structure of tmpfs.
Consequently, the read performance of UStore with 4 KB Upage, is similar to that of tmpfs. This is clear from the fact that the access time is increased abruptly every 4 KB increment of the request size. Even though it is smaller than in the 4 KB case, in UStore with 16 KB Upage, the abrupt increments of the access time also show in every 16 KB increment of the request size. According to the analysis based on perf, when the request size is 512 byte, the pure glibc memcpy overhead in the case of 32 KB Upage, accounts for 45.0%, while, in the case of 4 KB Upage, the memcpy overhead is only 24.4%; but, the overheads for searching the requested pages between the pointing cells is over 50%.
Compared with the above experiments, however, as shown in Fig. 15 , when the number of hash bucket is 32 K, the overhead of searching the requested page of UStore with 4 KB Upage is smaller than with a smaller bucket size. The decision of hash bucket size in our current hash-based implementation is a trade-off issue because while a large hash bucket makes the length of hash chain shorter, it occupies the storage space.
The next two results in Figs. 16 and 17 confirm our analysis for the page management overhead. The major source of access overhead for the write operation is memcpy and the overhead contribution of memcpy is proportional to the request size. The memcpy overhead is unavoidable and is regardless of the Upage size. While, the page management overhead depends on the Upage size. In the case of 4 KB Upage, the page management overhead is much bigger than the case of 32 KB Upage. From the above results, we consider the reasonable size of Upage to be 32 KB, which does not affect the access time much.
IOZone Benchmark
We also ran the popular benchmark, IOZone [20] for each storage system. For testing, we modified the original IOZone to be able to run on UStore and our pseudo version of SCMFS. In Figs. 18 and 19 , IOzone random access throughputs are shown. The random read throughput of UStore is better than other storage in almost all the range of request size. However, random write throughput is much lower than SCMFS in the case that the request size is from 32 KB to 8 MB. We think the cause is that glibc generic memcpy used for UStore is different from that of copy to user or copy from user used in kernel space. The user-level memcpy is targeting to relatively small size of memory copy for application. As a result of our examination for the source code of glibc 2.11, glibc generic memcpy does not use movsq instruction which copies 8 bytes and is good for large memory data copy. Meanwhile, in the case of kernel, the two copy operations between user space and kernel space use movsq instruction.
So, we additionally apply a new version of memcpy which uses "prefetch" instructions, especially to support write operation for large data. Because the performance by prefetch is expected to be better when the requests are sequential, it is appropriate for large data copy. The enhanced performance is shown in the result of "UStore Write new" of Fig. 20 . For all ranges of request size, the IOZone throughput of UStore increases. This result implies that the memcpy performance in NVM-based persistent storage system is a very important part.
Performance of SQLite
As introduced in the previous Chapter, we applied UStore to SQLite with two operating mode, compatible mode and direct-access mode. For evaluating new versions of SQLite, we run DBT2 benchmark for them. We compare our modified SQLite with the original SQLite running on HDD and temp file system. As shown in Fig. 21 , the performance of the original SQLite on HDD is only 3.7 TPM (the number of transactions per minutes) because each transaction requires data synchronization to HDD. By placing the main DB file of SQLite on memory, the performance extremely increases, In this case, the application is no longer I/O intensive and is memory intensive. The total performance of SQLite on temp file system is on average 322.8 TPM, while, SQLite applied by UStore compatible mode is 4.1% better than tmpfs-based SQLite, at 336.0 TPM. This improvement may seem to be small, but this is a remarkable result in the case of memory intensive workload.
In addition, another version of SQLite applied by UStore direct-access mode shows 9.6% better performance than the tmpfs based one. Because the OLTP like workload frequently generates small access to the persistent storage as introduced in the previous Chapter, in this case, the effect of UStore's direct access mode is much bigger. We think these results are meaningful for representing the goals of this work.
Further Works
UStore is not a file system itself and provides simply a virtual large persistent storage, similar to a large file. For providing multiple file abstractions on UStore, it can be a good solution to lay an existing user-level file system, such as WheFS [26] or UKFS (User Kernel File System) library of RumpFS [27] on UStore following the flat page policy. We expect that the user-level file system on STT-MRAM will not cause kernel system faults and shows better performance than other kernel file systems.
In this work, we do not consider the case where a UStore is shared concurrently by multiple running applications. Innately, a UStore can be mapped into the virtual address space of each different application simultaneously, which is similar to the case of shared memory. To support sharing the data, however, we have to consider mutual exclusive access to pages in UStore between applications.
Conclusion
We examine how much the system software overhead, such as system call, virtual file system overhead, and so on, influences persistent data access performance when they reside on the promising NVM, especially STT-MRAM.
Therefore, we propose a light-weight user-level persistent storage, called UStore, based on STT-MRAM. By directly mapping the persistent space of STT-MRAM to useraddress space, it can eliminate system software overheads. Consequently, through several benchmarks, we confirm UStore outperforms the other file system. UStore is able to provide much larger virtual persistent storage associated with the underlying file system than the limited space size of UStore. To accomplish this, we design the page layout on UStore for appropriate page management. In addition, in order to support the ease of applying UStore to an existing application, we provide some APIs similar to the traditional I/O primitive calls. By minor code modification with API, we build new versions of an actual database application, SQLite and show the performance enhancement. We expect that UStore can be a good solution to provide fast persistent storage for high-performance applications.
